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Murder, corruption and a second chance at love… When his dog, Cutter, leads Brett Dunbar to a dead body during a routine property check, it's the detective's hardest case yet. Because the victim was found on Sloan Burke's land. Now Brett must
balance professionalism and attraction—something nearly impossible when the beautiful widow's determination puts her directly in the line of fire. Seeing the heroic qualities she valued in her late husband reflected in Brett makes the protective
wall around Sloan's heart crumble. Brett won't risk another relationship to his dangerous job, and Sloan refuses to have a future with a man constantly in danger. But solving the crime might be easier than letting each other go…
ORACLE 11G: SQL is not simply a study guide; it is written for individuals who have just a basic knowledge of databases and can be utilized in a course on this latest implementation of SQL from Oracle.
Core Curriculum for the Dialysis Technician
Model Jet Engines
Media Representations of Wealth and Poverty in America
Framing Class explores how the media, including television, film, and news, depict wealth and poverty in the United States. Fully updated and revised throughout, the second edition of this groundbreaking book now includes discussions of new media,
updated media sources, and provocative new examples from movies and television, such as The Real Housewives series and media portrayals of the new poor and corporate executives in the recent recession. The book introduces the concepts of class and
media framing to students and analyzes how the media portray various social classes, from the elite to the very poor. Its accessible writing and powerful examples make it an ideal text or supplement for courses in sociology, American studies, and
communications.
Ensuring business continuity through the effective management of risks has become a boardroom preoccupation. This book highlights the key areas of concern and identifies best practice in risk management for companies large and small.
The Other Side of Us
Managing Business Risk
Essential People Skills for Success in Any Situation
Outlines a groundbreaking approach to lasting and fulfilling relationships, drawing on the author's disparate experiences and viewpoints to share advice on such topics as commitment-phobic men, infidelity, and the secrets to great sex.
Imagine if you could find a simple, proven, and ethical way to get out of debt, make sound investments, and build substantial wealth for your family and community. In The Biblical Money Code, Sean Hyman describes how to do just that,
offering sound wealth-creation strategies surprisingly embedded in this ancient text. Sean Hyman not only reveals some powerful investment secrets used by such tycoons as Warren Buffet and Sir John Templeton, but also those of King
Solomon, the Apostle Paul, and even Jesus of Nazareth. By putting these secrets into play, the author was able to go from a pastor's income of $15K per year, to giving away $50K per year; he also helped his father turn a $40K retirement
account into $396K nest egg. Many mis-quote the Bible as telling us, "Money is the root of all evil." But quoting the great book precisely, Timothy 6:10 cautions: "For the love of money that is the root of all kinds of evil." The Biblical Money Code
will teach you how to "un-love" money, while emphasizing the fact that it's simply a medium of exchange -- there is nothing inherently bad about it, it's how we go about getting it and how we use it that makes all the difference. The author will
demonstrate how to avoid get-rich-quick investments that can snare even the savviest of money-managers, in favor of a simple trick that will allow you to purchase stocks at a 50 percent discount. True wealth is earned over time, and by
applying Sean Hyman's risk-mitigation techniques, you'll be well on your way to building the long-term security you've only dreamed of.
SQL (Book Only)
Hotel Housekeeping Operations
The Biblical Money Code
"The best thing between Oliver Barrett and Mackenzie Williams is a fence. Ever since Oliver's new-neighbor gestures were met with unfriendly responses, he's decided to keep his distance. After all, he's in this seaside town to get his life on track again. That doesn't include working hard
to get on Mackenzie's good side--no matter how intriguing she may be. His intentions are put to the test, however, when his dog becomes infatuated with hers. The two crafty canines do their best to break down the barriers between the properties. And where the dogs go ... well, the
humans must follow! It doesn't take long for a powerful attraction to build between Oliver and Mackenzie. They soon discover that the worst of first impressions can lead to the best possible outcomes."--P [4] of cover.
Every journey has an end. Unable to find the answers she sought in Skyfell, Thalia, Joss, and Kael travel to Haven with a prisoner in tow. An attack on the road waylays their plans, and Thalia finds herself traveling alone with Kael to the hidden sanctuary of the SwordBrothers. But war
is on the horizon and the Raven is amassing his army. This time, the target is not Calandry, but the Sirens of Sinnedor. When family ties are revealed, Thalia must choose sides. Desperate to break the final seal on her power and save those she loves, will Thalia willingly taste the bitter
pain of the iron butterfly machine one final time?
A Comprehensive Review of Hemodialysis
Manology
Airline Pilot Interviews
Several studies have investigated the impetus and implications behind large-scale land acquisitions/deals at the global level; however, intranational factors within communities and societies have not received much attention from researchers. The Handbook of Research on In-Country Determinants and
Implications of Foreign Land Acquisitions examines the economic, sociological, and environmental issues surrounding land transactions and the impact these deals may have on local households and communities. Focusing on international issues as well as domestic concerns, this publication is a useful reference
for policymakers, academics, researchers, and advanced-level students in various disciplines.
From the author of How to Say It, the million-copies-sold bestseller If you want to improve your conversational skills--and achieve greater levels of personal and professional success--The Art of Talking to Anyone is the ultimate book. Rosalie Maggio has built a career on teaching people how to say the right
thing at the right time--and she's made her techniques available to you. This essential communication handbook includes: Sample dialogues, topics, and responses Quick-reference dos and don'ts Tips for handling special situations Confidence-building advice and quotations Key words that get to the business at
hand Whether it's small talk or big, social or work-related, The Art of Talking to Anyone gives you all the tools you need to speak up with confidence, to charm and persuade, and to talk your way through any situation--successfully.
Secrets of Your Man's Mind Revealed
Never Stop Believing
Smarty No Pants

Star of the Seven Network's Today Tonight shares her truly inspiring story of triumph over almost unbeatable odds in a wonderfully warm, funny and honest memoir about her struggle to succeed in the cut-throat world of commercial television and her
courageous battle with cancer.
The respected, recognized best seller in the market, Jerry Burger's PERSONALITY is a solid mid-level book that fuses the best of theory-based and research-based instruction to give students an illuminating introduction to the subject. Burger pairs
theory, application, and assessment chapters with chapters that describe the research programs aligned with every major theoretical approach. Biographical sketches of theorists and accounts of the stories behind influential research programs help
students understand how classic and contemporary findings relate to each other, and reinforce the idea that theory and research perpetuate one another. In-book self-assessments promote students' interaction with the material. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The Art of Talking to Anyone: Essential People Skills for Success in Any Situation
How You Can Succeed in Getting Hired
Personality
Super human powers meets sexy aliens in this fantasy/sci-fi collision as a group of teens must discover their true origins in order to save the fate of mankind.Illyria has never known a life without the Rebellion. After an alien invasion decimated the planet
years before, she and her friends have spent their lives training to fight. Kill or die. Trust no one. Love is for fools. That is the way of things. At least it was until Illyria stumbles across Bastien, a dark and dangerous stranger who makes Illyria question
everything she knows. He alone knows her secret. A deadly power surges within her, threatening to destroy everything around her and Bastien is the only one who can hold it at bay. Trapped between a hatred of her enemy and her desperate need to
understand who and what she is, Illyria must seek help from Kyan, an alien whose tale of Illyria's origins comes with a terrible burden. Duty wars with her heart as she steps onto the path set before her, but she risks underestimating the most potent force on
Earth-love. Will she have the strength to sacrifice her heart in order to save her people?
The book explores the key elements of housekeeping as also its theoretical foundations and techniques of operations: the structure and layout of the housekeeping department, housekeeping inventory, guest room layout and maintenance, flower
arrangement, and interior decoration.
Tribute to Papa and Other Poems
Operation Power Play
A Practical Guide to Protecting Your Business

The Core Curriculum covers physiology, chemistry, psychology of renal failure, life on dialysis, and technology including water treatment, safe cannulation, and equipment. It helps teach new dialysis technicians and nurses to
be capable and compassionate care providers who understand what to do¿and why.
Smarty Pants finds out that washing his pants on a windy day is not a good idea. Suggested level: junior.
Handbook of Research on In-Country Determinants and Implications of Foreign Land Acquisitions
Oracle 11G
Framing Class
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